
LAND & ACTIVITY EXPERIENCE 
DONKEY TREKKING   

TCE013 

 

 

Departure for Francavilla Fontana to spend an unusual day in a donkey farm plunged in an area of olive, figs and 

almonds trees in the Valle d’Itria. A stroll accompanied by donkeys is not only an interesting historic and 

naturalistic adventure, but even a relaxing experience and an emotional and cultural enrichment for all the family: 

the slow pace of the donkey let you admire the beautiful colours of the Apulian land while you will find your inner 

balance and pace. You will pass the “paretone messapico”, the antiques walls of the city of Ceglie Messapica, which 

dates back at V-IV b.C, to reach the “specchia Capece”, an antique megalithic monument of 20 metres of highness, 

which was initially formed by great concentric chalky stones. The word “specchia” comes from the Latin word 

specula (observatory), indeed it was conceived as a place to pause and guard the land, so to efficiently defend the 

area. The stroll lasts approximately 2 hours and a half and it is provided even a little snack and the insurance. It is 
necessary to have at least 4 adults booked.   

Time estimated for the activity: 5 hours / Every day from May till November  

PRICE PER PERSON - Minimum 4 ADULTS – Maximum 10 pax 
Children 4 years old free  
Children 6- 12 years   

€ 180,00 
                                 

€ 30,00 

TRANSFER CAR 1/3 Persons - 5 hours maximum € 350,00 

TRANSFER MINIVAN 7 Persons - 5 hours maximum € 440,00 

Supplement for Extra hours  € 50,00 

DISTANCE FROM IL MELOGRANO > 66 km circa - 1 h   

DISTANCE FROM CALA PONTE HOTEL&MARINA – LA PESCHIERA HOTEL 75 km ca. - 1 h e 15’ 

TIPS: It is necessary to have at least 4 adults booked. We recommend to wear sneakers and long trousers. 

 
All prices are VAT included 


